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• Introduce Frameworks and Models 

to enhance Quality in Geo-

enabled Statistics.

• Present National Mapping cases of 

geostatistical implementation in 

Egypt, Lithuania, Portugal and 

United Kingdom.

• Describe advances and discuss 

challenges ahead.
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Geo-enabled Statistics:
Implementation of quality 

assurance frameworks







This workshop aims to drive lessons from successful solutions to

enlighten the way for a qualitative geo-enabling of statistics.

The workshop shall illustrate:

1. Global frameworks, 

2. Cases and practices from NSOs and NGIAs,

3. Tools.

The expected outcome is to consider tools such as the SAT-Geo tool by 

Paris 21, the NQAF for Data and Statistics, the work ot TC 211 and ISO 

19110 family or norms, EG-ISGI and other proven ad hoc developments 

especially targeting geo-enabled statistics.



Source: (UN DESA, 2019[1]), The Global Statistical Geospatial Framework.



Draft report on Quality Assurance Frameworks for the 41st session of the UN Statistical Commission 2010
Version 1. September 2009



Source: paris21.org/geospatial
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The previously portrayed frameworks are all promising and should support 

qualitative geo-enabling statistics for many countries. However, frameworks 

still need nationally functioning tools. Permeated by a self-critical attitude, 

we offer the following recommendations to attain an advanced geo-

enabling environment :

1. Be clear and concise. 

2. Promote an integrative culture.

3. Dare to be the next  frontier case study with citizen-to-government and 

business-to-government data partnerships, nurturing innovation and 

breaking rules.

NSOs and NGIAs should convene to adapt and even improve the available developments, 

although they may need to invest in statistical innovation to secure further adjustments .
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